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The convey of form, image, spirit and meaning of Chinese figure painting is the 
soul of the teaching of the traditional Chinese figure painting. From the perspective of 
the understanding of the form, image, expression and scene, this article will explore 
and discuss how to inherit the unique view on painting, aesthetic consciousness and 
aesthetic taste of the traditional Chinese figure painting during the process of 
traditional Chinese painting teaching, concerned with the current phenomenon and 
problem of the loss of the teaching of form, image, expression and scene, on the base 
of the analysis of  “drawing the form and creating the image”, “creating the image 
and conveying the expression”, and “expressing the idea” as well as the study on the 
aesthetic principles of  “work out the plot before putting pen to papers”. The 
solutions will also be examined in the following part..   
The traditional Chinese figure painting has witnessed a developing process from 
portraying and drawing the form to embodying spirit and meaning, and then to only 
concentrating on the spirit while ignoring the form in the history, forming a artistic 
form with a unique oriental flavour. Since the founding of PRC, the system of realism 
sketching teaching proposed by ПавелПетрοвичЧистяков, the Soviet, has been 
introduced into Chinese arts education. However, due to the ten chaotic years, 
Chinese traditional culture was artificially weakened and persecuted on an 
unprecedented scale, leading to the special transformation of the teaching as well as 
the creation of Chinese painting in the special age. Under the guidance of the Soviet 
Union teaching mode, the modeling methods of Chinese painting changed obviously. 
Meanwhile, the gap between Chinese paintings and traditional Chinese culture tends 
to be wider. The traditional systematic education and training of the conception of 
form, image and spirit in Chinese painting teaching has been weakened. The essence 
of tradition gradually run off. 
    Today, under the background of continuous integration of Chinese and Western 
culture, we should hold a objective view on the traditional and current reality of figure 
painting, intensively study the art law of the figure, image, spirit and meaning of the 
traditional model and understand the similarities and differences between eastern and 















have to stick to the characteristics and main body of traditional Chinese painting and 
retrieve the essence of traditional Chinese painting. This scientific teaching principles 
would guide Chinese figure painting to a better development. 
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第三节 传统中国人物画由“传神”到“达意”的分析  
写意性是中国绘画主要的审美特征。中国画的写意性，集中体现在对画家本
人情意，意念，画的意蕴、意境、意趣的表达。在中国绘画中“意”是构成神似
图 1-3 布袋和尚图，宋代 梁恺
图片来源：http://www.taopic.com/ 
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